
Three  start on D and three  start on offense.   start with a line
rush trying to score, play it out. If they do score they get a puck and
remain on offense. The   defend the entry and try to break the puck
out to their teammates (next 3  ) at the red line. Once defensive team
makes the pass to teammates they are done and new  are on offense
and attack.   that were on offense are now defense and defend the
rush. Drill is continuous.

Key Points

Drive wide and drive to net on attack. Create passing and

shooting lanes

See website for multiple puck control drills to conduct: Such as- inside
edges, outside edges, tight turns, mohawks, pivots facing 1 direction,
inside out pivots.
Include puck once skills are done and add: fakes and pull (left and
right), forehand only (skating forwards/backwards), expansion (long
reach), between legs, scooting 360
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/coaching-tips/36-unique-
hockey-skills-can-be-practiced-simple-setup
 

Offense starts with the puck and are spread out as shown, defense start
in the circle. Every player much touch the puck on the cycle, D activate
and play 3v2 to the net.
Progressions:

Players cycle the puck as many times as possible, attack net on

whistle from coach

Offense can attack the net at any point so D must always be

ready.

For beginning groups, can leave D out of the drill (or just start

with 1, sticks upside down, etc.) as players learn proper cycling

technique

Key Points

Puck placement on cycle (make the puck easy for teammates to

pick up)

Proper separation between players (not too close or too far)

HCF 14U Week 14- ZE 2

Theme- Zone entries week 2. Depositing the puck vs dumping the puck/puck placement.

Buffs 3v3 Zone Entry 8 mins
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Finnish Skill Series 8 mins

Cycle 3 touch 8 mins



 and  stick handle pucks in circle, while trying to knock the

other player's puck out of the circle

Whoever still has the puck will play offense, skate around cones

and go in on a 1v1

Progression
Can start with angling, making players skate forwards but evolve

into 1v1 as defender pivots to take the 1v1 skating backwards.

Have offensive player turn either way around cone so defensive

player has read and react to take 1v1 properly

Game starts with a pass from the defensive player ( ) to the board
side offensive player. The two offensive players exchange puck at the
blue line with defensive player getting below goal line then getting up
ice to angle puck carrier. Play out 2v1. 1 is responsible to make read
based on options 2 has. Goal of this drill is to support and use the
boards to chip the puck defending on options.

Key Points

Read and react so good decisions are made with puck

placement

Communicate

Set up as shown with coach drawing line 10-15ft inside blueline. On
whistle defending players ( ) must touch boards before engaging
attacking players ( ) in 2v2 situation. are looking to gain the zone
with possession, deciding on what they want to do upon attack based
on gap. Drill is continuous so on next whistle becomes the
defenders and tag up on the boards while next two players attack, 
(defending players leave the zone).
Progression:

Defending players must only tag up on the goal line which will

tighten gap.

Can play 3v3 in 1/3 ice

Key Points

Encourage offensive players to be creative off the attack while

getting to the net ASAP.

Danny Heath: Marchand's Stick Battle 8 mins
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ATM 2v1 8 mins
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Quick Entry 2v2/3v3 8 mins
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Game is 2v2 with a "zone" player along a NZ line the coach draws.
Upon takeway, the defending team must pass the puck to their NZ
teammate who must deposit the puck into the offensive zone in an area
where their teammate can retrieve it (in example is transitioning to
offense by getting the puck out and dumping it in the other zone, 1
passes to 3 who dumps the puck in, 2 retrives the puck and is
joined by 3, 1 must then remain on NZ line). In transition, one
player from each team must remain on the NZ line.

Key Points

Puck placement, making sure you get your head up and know

where your teammate is supporting so they can retrieve the

puck.

Money in the Bank 10 mins
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